Do it
Then code it

1. Code - write instr
   1.5 debug
2. Trade instr
3. Follow (not politely)
4. Show
5. Throw to hit me

3 pieces of paper
   - Practice
   - Write how
   - Follow else's instr
Crumple into smallest ball you can
2 flaps on sides
Glide

Repeat from
Fold in half

Create the best paper airplane you know how to make

Good instructions
Specific
Understandable
Concise
Repeatable
Unambiguous
Fold \((x, y)\) to \((x, y)\)

Unfold
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\[ F \quad (0, 0) \rightarrow (1, 0) \]
\[ F \quad (0, 0) \rightarrow (0.5, 0.7227272727) \]
\[ \vdots \]